The

FIVE FORCES
IT Defense
of an Impenetrable

$3.5
MILLION

In a world in which sophisticated security threats and well-orchestrated breaches are
becoming more commonplace, the value of a Managed Service Provider (MSP) that can
deliver adaptable and consolidated IT solutions is increasing by the day. The average
cost of a data breach in 2014 was $3.5 million.1

DATA BREACHES REMAIN AT THE TOP OF THE SECURITY PRIORITY LIST2
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THESE THREE CYBERSECURITY VULNERABILITIES ARE
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WHAT'S THE ANSWER TO FIGHT BACK HACK?

$894 million

Cybersecurity investments totaled $894
million in cybersecurity investments in the
ﬁrst six months of 20144

Gartner expects
managed security
services to

SPIKE

By 2018, more than half of organizations
will use third-party security ﬁrms to help
manage their network infrastructure 6
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MANAGED SERVICE PROVIDERS CAN HELP YOU CORNER SECURITY THREATS

MSPs can provide
intuitive monitoring

Proactive managed
services will help you
identify and remediate

A dedicated MSP
will keep up with
emerging threats

CSPi TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS COMBINES THE MIGHT OF FIVE IT SOLUTIONS
FOR ONE COMPREHENSIVE THREAT RESPONSE
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Want to fortify your IT infrastructure defenses?

Call CSPi Technology Solutions
to get started at 800-940-1111.

1500 South Powerline Road, Deerﬁeld Beach, FL 33442

